Annex 2

Language requirements – Exceptions to the compulsory language certification

The candidates meeting one of the requirements below are exempt from producing a language knowledge certificate

1. They are mother tongue. These students still need to produce adequate certification if they intend to apply for a location where their mother tongue is not one of the languages used in the examinations.

2. They are enrolled in a course entirely taught in English (see link to list: https://www.unifi.it/index.php?module=CMpro&func=viewpage&pageid=10297&newlang=eng) These students still need to produce adequate certification if they intend to apply for a country where English is not one of the languages used in the examinations, or if they declare a level of knowledge that is above the mimimum requirement for the chosen study program.

3. They have obtained a pass certificate from CLA that explicitly mentions the level reached as per the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

4. They have passed the curricular language test at CLA or the curricular exam as per their study program (their bachelor one in case of master students). These students still need to produce adequate certification if they wish to apply for a location that has a language other than the one of their study plan or if they declare a level of knowledge that is above the mimimum requirement for the chosen study program.

5. They are enrolled in a BA or MA course in the classes L-11, LM-37, LM-36 and declare in their application the knowledge level as per the latest exam passed within their study program. These students still need to produce adequate certification if they intend to apply for a location where the languages they are studying are not one of the examination languages or if they declare a level of knowledge that is above the one for which they have passed the most recent exam inside their study program.